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Abstract The retrospective forecast skill of three coupled climate models (NCEP CFS, GFDL CM2.1, and
CAWCR POAMA 1.5) and their multi-model ensemble
(MME) is evaluated, focusing on the Northern Hemisphere (NH) summer upper-tropospheric circulation along
with surface temperature and precipitation for the 25-year
period of 1981–2005. The seasonal prediction skill for the
NH 200-hPa geopotential height basically comes from
the coupled models’ ability in predicting the first two
empirical orthogonal function (EOF) modes of interannual
variability, because the models cannot replicate the
residual higher modes. The first two leading EOF modes
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of the summer 200-hPa circulation account for about 84%
(35.4%) of the total variability over the NH tropics
(extratropics) and offer a hint of realizable potential
predictability. The MME is able to predict both spatial
and temporal characteristics of the first EOF mode
(EOF1) even at a 5-month lead (January initial condition)
with a pattern correlation coefficient (PCC) skill of 0.96
and a temporal correlation coefficient (TCC) skill of 0.62.
This long-lead predictability of the EOF1 comes mainly
from the prolonged impacts of El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) as the EOF1 tends to occur during the
summer after the mature phase of ENSO. The second
EOF mode (EOF2), on the other hand, is related to the
developing ENSO and also the interdecadal variability of
the sea surface temperature over the North Pacific and
North Atlantic Ocean. The MME also captures the EOF2
at a 5-month lead with a PCC skill of 0.87 and a TCC
skill of 0.67, but these skills are mainly obtained from
the zonally symmetric component of the EOF2, not the
prominent wavelike structure, the so-called circumglobal
teleconnection (CGT) pattern. In both observation and the
1-month lead MME prediction, the first two leading
modes are accompanied by significant rainfall and surface
air temperature anomalies in the continental regions of the
NH extratropics. The MME’s success in predicting the
EOF1 (EOF2) is likely to lead to a better prediction of
JJA precipitation anomalies over East Asia and the North
Pacific (central and southern Europe and western North
America).
Keywords Seasonal climate coupled model prediction 
Realizable potential predictability  Realized prediction
skill  Predictable mode  Summer upper-tropospheric
circulation  Multi-model ensemble prediction  Tropicalextratropical teleconnection  El Nino-Southern oscillation
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1 Introduction
Using 14 climate prediction models, Wang et al. (2009)
demonstrated that the 1-month lead seasonal multi-model
ensemble (MME) prediction is less skillful in predicting
summertime atmospheric variability in the Northern
Hemisphere (NH) extratropics compared to its winter
counterpart. Nonetheless, the MME prediction has useful
forecast skill over some specific geographical locations
including East Asia and eastern North America, suggesting
that ‘‘predictable patterns’’ may exist in the NH extratropics during summer and may be associated with the
tropical-extratropical teleconnection patterns.
The teleconnection patterns of boreal summer NH
atmospheric circulation, from either a regional or global
point of view, have received much attention in recent years,
mainly focusing on the linkages with the Asian summer
monsoon variability concurrent with ENSO (Lau 1992;
Kripalani and Singh 1993; Kripalani and Kulkarni 1997;
Zhang 1999; Krishnan and Sugi 2001; Wang et al. 2001,
2003; Ding and Wang 2005; Hu et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2008;
Ogasawara and Kawamura 2008) or the North Pacific SST
variability (Kawamura 1994; Park and Schubert 1997; Lau
et al. 2000, 2004a, b; Lau and Weng 2002). Ding and Wang
(2005) identified a circum global teleconnection (CGT)
pattern during the NH summer which links regional teleconnection patterns such as the Indian summer monsoon
(ISM)-East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) (Kripalani
and Kulkarni 1997; Wang et al. 2001; Krishnan and Sugi
2001; Wu and Wang 2002) or the ‘‘silk road’’ teleconnection (Enomoto et al. 2003) pattern, and the western
North Pacific-North America (Wang et al. 2001), or TokyoChicago express (Lau et al. 2004a) teleconnection pattern.
In spite of the fact that teleconnection patterns in boreal
summer are weaker than their winter counterpart, the previous studies demonstrated that those patterns are intimately related to surface temperature and precipitation
variability in the NH extratropics and may act as a significant source of climate variability and predictability over
the extratropical region of interest.
How to determine the fractional signal variance (the
predictable part of total variance) and predictability of
atmospheric variability on seasonal time scale is still an
open issue. According to the conventional signal-to-noise
ratio approach (Charney and Shukla 1981; Shukla 1998;
Rowell 1998; Kang and Shukla 2006) with ensemble
simulations of a stand-alone atmospheric model, summertime atmospheric variability in the NH extratropics is less
predictable than its winter counterpart and far less than that
in the tropics. However, predictability obtained from the
AGCM-alone approach is highly model-dependent. To
better estimate predictability of seasonal-to-interannual
climate variations, Wang et al. (2007) suggested a
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‘‘predictable mode analysis’’ approach, which relies on
identification of the predictable leading modes of the
interannual variations in observations and retrospective
MME forecast. The predictability is estimated by the
fractional variance accounted for by the predictable leading
modes. The present study attempts to apply this approach
to investigate the predictability of the upper tropospheric
circulation in the NH extratropics during June–July–
August (JJA).
Ding and Wang (2005) identified two dominant empirical orthogonal function (EOF) modes of interannual variability of JJA geopotential height (GPH) at 200 hPa in the
NH and proposed that the second EOF mode (The so-called
CGT mode) could be a major source of climate variability
and predictability in the NH extratropics. Here we further
investigate the predictability of these modes by comparison
of observation and the MME prediction. The MME prediction was made based on three coupled models’ retrospective forecast data from National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP), Geophysical Fluid
Dynamic Lab (GFDL) in the USA, and Centre for Australia
Weather and Climate Research (CAWCR) in Australia
which have participated in the APEC Climate Center/Climate Prediction and its Application to Society (CliPAS)
project (Wang et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2010). All coupled
models have retrospective forecast targeting JJA mean
prediction as a function of forecast lead month from five
(January 1st initial condition) to zero (June 1st initial
condition) for the 25-year period of 1981–2005.
Section 2 introduces the observation and prediction data
used in this study. In Sect. 3, the current status of
dynamical prediction for JJA climate anomalies is investigated including 200-hPa GPH, 2 m air temperature, and
precipitation. Section 4 is devoted to identification of the
predictable modes of JJA 200-hPa GPH in the NH and
investigation of predictability and realizable forecast skill
for the predictable modes. Climate anomalies associated
with the predictable modes are examined in Sect. 5. Section 6 summarizes this study.

2 Data and analysis method
2.1 Retrospective forecast data
The fully coupled ocean-land–atmosphere models used in
this study are NCEP Climate Forecast System (CFS),
GFDL Couple Model Version 2.1 (CM2.1) and CAWCR
Predictive Ocean–Atmosphere Model for Australia
(POAMA) Version 1.5. Each modeling center generated
retrospective forecast for the common period of 1981–2005,
which were initiated every month with an integration of
more than 9 months. All models do not apply any flux
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correction. NCEP CFS and CAWCR POAMA have their
own ocean data assimilation (ODA) scheme for ocean initialization, but they use the different methods for atmospheric initialization. GFDL CM2 has a fully coupled
data assimilation (CDA) system (Zhang et al. 2007, 2008).
A brief summary of the coupled models and their retrospective forecast is presented in Table 1.
The atmospheric and oceanic components of the CFS
are the NCEP atmospheric Global Forecast System (GFS)
model (Moorthi et al. 2001) and the GFDL Modular
Ocean Model version 3 (MOM3; Pacanowski and Griffies
1998), respectively. The hindcast has 15 atmospheric
initial conditions that have different starting dates. The
first (second) set of 5 atmospheric initial states from 9th
to 13th (from 19th to 23rd) used the same pentad ocean
initial condition as the 11th (21st). The last set of 5
atmospheric initial states include the second-to-last day of
the month, and the first, second, and third days of the next
month. Since the first 5 members started 20 days earlier
than forecast target month, we tested the sensitivity of
results on the choice of ensemble members by obtaining
ensemble mean using all 15 members, 10 members
excluding the first set of 5, and the last set of 5 members.
It is found that an increase in the number of ensemble
members from 5 to 15 has little effect on improving or
degrading seasonal climate forecast skill. Thus, all 15
members are used for constructing ensemble mean forecast anomalies. For convenience, we will refer the forecast starting date of the latest three members to initial
condition. For example, CFS ensemble mean forecast
with May initial condition actually includes forecast
members initiated from 9-13th, 19th-23rd and 29-30th of
April and 1-3rd of May.
The GFDL CM2 system consists of AM2p12 (AM2/
LM2; GFDL Global Atmospheric Model Development
Team 2004) and the fourth version of the Modular Ocean
Model (MOM4; Delworth et al. 2006). Using Coupled
Ensemble Data Assimilation (CDA) system (Zhang et al.
2007, 2008), GFDL CM2 produced 10 ensemble simulations initiated from the first day of every month with a
integration of 12 months. All 10 ensemble members are
used to calculate ensemble mean prediction.
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The POAMA version 1.5 system used in this study
includes the Australian Community Ocean Model version 2
(ACOM2) and the Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre
Atmospheric Model version 3 (BAM3) (Alves et al. 2003).
Its retrospective forecast has 10 ensemble simulations initiated from the first day of every month with different
initial condition from an Atmosphere-Land Initialization
(ALI; Hudson et al. 2010) scheme and same ocean initial
conditions from ODA system. The ensemble mean from
10 members is used to assess seasonal prediction skill of
POAMA.
The MME prediction was made by simply averaging of
the three coupled models’ ensemble means for targeting
JJA seasonal prediction with six consecutive initial months
from January (5-month forecast lead) to June (0-month
forecast lead).
2.2 Observed data
The observed data used are obtained from the climate
prediction center (CPC) merged analysis of precipitation
(CMAP) data set (Xie and Arkin 1997) for precipitation,
from the NCEP/department of Energy (DOE) reanalysis II
data (Kanamitsu et al. 2002) for 2 m air temperature, 200hPa zonal wind, and 200-hPa GPH, and from the improved
Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature Version
2 (ERSST V2) data (Smith and Reynolds 2004) for SST.
2.3 Forecast quality measures
The measure of prediction skill includes the temporal
correlation coefficient (TCC) skill for temporal variation
and anomaly pattern correlation coefficient (PCC) skill for
spatial similarity. We also calculated the area-averaged
TCC skill over the NH tropics (Eq-30°N) and extratropics
(30°–80°N), respectively, taking latitudinal weight into
account.
We define a skill score as representing the coupled
models’ capability in predicting EOF modes in terms of the
PCC score for eigenvector and TCC score for the principal
component (PC) time series for each mode. The skill score
for each mode (i) is calculated by

Table 1 Description of the coupled models and their retrospective forecast used in this study
Institute (model name)

AGCM

OGCM

Ensemble
member

Period and forecast
lead time

Reference

CAWCR (POAMA1.5)

BAM 3.0d T47 L17

ACOM2 0.5–1.5°lat 9 2°
lon L31

10

1980–2006, 9 months

Zhong et al. (2005)

GFDL (CM2.1)

AM2.1 2°lat 9
2.5°lon L24

OM3.1 (MOM4) 1/3°
lat 9 1° lon L50

10

1979–2005, 12 months

Delworth et al. (2006)

NCEP (CFS)

GFS T62 L64

MOM3 1/3° lat 9 1°
lon L40

15

1981–2008, 9 months

Saha et al. (2006)
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Fig. 1 Standard deviation of
the JJA geopotential height
(shading) and zonal wind
(contour) at 200 hPa obtained
from a observation and the
1-month lead seasonal
prediction of b MME, c NCEP,
d GFDL, and e CAWCR. The
unit is m for geopotential height
and m s-1 for zonal wind

Skill Score ðiÞ ¼

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PCCðiÞ  TCCðiÞ:

The skill score ranges from 0 (no skill at all) to 1 (for
perfect forecast). It should be mentioned that we reordered
the EOF modes of the MME prediction according to the
skill score because the order of the predicted EOF mode is
not necessarily the same as its observed counterpart. In
order to reorder the predicted EOF modes, the skill score
for the first observed mode was first calculated against all
of the predicted modes and then the predicted mode that
had the best skill score with the first observed mode was
taken as the first predicted mode. Repeating the above
process, other predicted modes were similarly determined.
In the case of 200-hPa JJA GPH, there was no change of
mode order until the 4th predicted mode. The predicted
modes higher than the 4th mode have a different order from
their observed counterpart.

3 Evaluation of the prediction of JJA extratropical
climate
In this section we assess the current status of seasonal
prediction of JJA extratropical climate including upper-
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tropospheric circulation especially with May initial conditions (1-month lead).
Figure 1 compares the observed and simulated interannual variability of upper-level circulation along with the
climatological jet stream in JJA. Individual ensemble
simulations of each model are used to estimate standard
deviation of the JJA 200-hPa GPH for individual models
and their MME. In observation, major variability centers
are found over the northeast Atlantic Ocean and Western
Europe, central Asia, the North Pacific, and northern North
America (Fig. 1a). The variance is prominent in the jet exit
regions over the North Atlantic and North Pacific. The
three coupled models and their MME capture, to some
extent, the location of summertime jet streams, but have
difficulty in capturing the observed variability centers
except over the Northeast Atlantic and Western Europe and
northern North America. In particular, the variability center
over the North Pacific in MME prediction is shifted
westward compared to the observed counterpart.
Figure 2 shows the JJA seasonal forecast skills over the
NH extratropics with May initial condition for the three
coupled models and their MME prediction for the period of
1981–2005. The skills for 200-hPa GPH are much lower
over the extratropics than those over the tropics (Fig. 2a)
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(a)
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 The temporal correlation coefficient (TCC) skill for the
1-month lead JJA prediction of a 200-hPa geopotential height (GPH),
b 2 m air temperature, and c precipitation with May 1st initial
condition obtained from three coupled models and their multi-model
ensemble (MME) for the period of 1981–2005 in the Northern

Hemisphere. Solid (dashed) line represents statistical significance of
the correlation coefficients at 95% (99%) confidence level. The
numbers in the left upper corners indicate averaged correlation skill
over the tropics (T, 0–360°E, Eq-30°N) and extratropics (E, 0–360°E,
30–80°N) in the NH

and are consistent with earlier results (Peng et al. 2000)
The area-averaged TCC skill for 200-hPa GPH of the
MME prediction is 0.79 over the NH tropics and 0.33 over
the extratropics. Individual coupled models have lower
skill than the MME. GFDL CM2.1 has the best skill of 0.74
over the tropics and of 0.32 for the extratropics. Nonetheless, the MME and individual coupled models have
significant skills over some geographical locations including East Asia, its adjacent ocean, and the west coast of the
North America and North Atlantic, suggesting that predictable patterns (or modes) of the JJA upper-level circulation in the NH extratropics may exist. Significant forecast
skill is also observed for 2 m air temperature (Fig. 2b) and
precipitation (Fig. 2c) over some specific locations of the
NH extratropics. It is interesting to note that there are
specific locations in which all coupled models tend to have
significant forecast skills. For instance, the coupled models
have some forecast skill in precipitation over some parts of
the East Asian monsoon region, Central Europe, and
western North America, although they have almost zero
TCC skill on average over the NH extratropics. It is of
importance to understand the source of the prediction skill

in the current coupled models and to identify predictable
modes of climate variability.
Next, we evaluate how well the MME hindcast captures
the first two dominant modes of variability of the 200-hPa
GPH in JJA. To identify the major modes of summertime
upper-tropospheric atmospheric circulation, we first
applied EOF analysis, using the correlation matrix, to the
JJA 200-hPa GPH over the entire NH (0-360°E, Eq-80°) in
observation and in the MME prediction with May initial
condition. All data were interpolated to the same geographic grid to avoid from the latitudinal weighting effect.
The first observed EOF mode (EOF1), which accounts
for 41.4% of total variance, is characterized by an overall
zonally oriented mode of variability of negative height
anomalies (Fig. 3a). However, along the latitude circle of
50°N, positive height anomalies extend from East Asia
across the entire North Pacific to the western US. The
associated PC time series (PC1) shows strong interannual
variability with a time scale of 3–6 years and indicates that
the EOF1 has significant variability associated with the
decay of ENSO in JJA, after the mature phase of ENSO,
such as JJA 1983, 1987, and 1998 (Fig. 3c).
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Fig. 3 Spatial patterns of the
first (left panels) and second
(right panels) eigenvectors of
200-hPa GPH anomalies
obtained from observation
(a, d) and 4-coupled modes’
MME prediction (b, e),
respectively. c, f The principal
components (PCs) of the first
and the second EOF modes
obtained from observation
(black solid line) and MME
(red dashed line). The numbers
in the right lower corners in
(d) and (e) indicate pattern
correlation coefficient (PCC)
between observation and the
corresponding prediction. The
numbers within the parenthesis
in the figure legend in the lower
panels indicate the temporal
correlation coefficients (TCC)
between the observed and MME
PC time series
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

The second observed EOF mode (EOF2), which
accounts for 15.6% of total variance, features both zonally
symmetric distribution and a wave-like pattern (Fig. 3d).
The zonally symmetric pattern is characterized by positive
height over the subtropics and midlatitude and by negative
height over the tropics (equatorward of 20°N). The wavelike pattern is characterized by strong positive variability
over southern Europe and the Mediterranean Sea, the North
Pacific, and the western part of North America. The wavelike pattern in this study is, to some extent, different from
the CGT pattern by Ding and Wang (2005) which was
obtained from interannual component of the 200-hPa JJA
GPH variability for 56 years from 1948 to 1998. This
difference indicates that there may be an interdecadal
change of the CGT pattern (Wang and Wang 2010). After
1981, the variability over East Asia and the eastern part of
North America weakened but that over the North Pacific
and the western part of North America was enhanced. In
addition, the sign of variability over northern Europe
changed to negative from positive. The associated PC time
series (PC2) shown in Fig. 3f indicates that the mode may
have interdecadal as well as interannual variability.
The MME is capable of predicting the spatial and
temporal structures of the two leading modes (Fig. 3b, c, e,
f) 1-month ahead with a high fidelity. The PCC skill for
spatial similarity is 0.95 for the first and 0.87 for the second
eigenvector, respectively. In particular, the MME well
predicts the zonal mean component of the first and second
observed eigenvectors. However, it has difficulty in capturing the tilted structure over the North Pacific in the
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Table 2 Area-averaged fractional variance for the first two EOF
modes over the tropics and extratropics in NH obtained from observation and the 1-month lead MME prediction
EOF1

EOF2

Tropics (%) Extratropics (%) Tropics (%) Extratropics (%)
Obs

76.8

13.4

7.2

22.0

MME 81.1

25.4

9.0

45.1

observed EOF1 and the aforementioned CGT pattern in the
observed EOF2. The MME also well predicts the time
variation of the PC1 (PC2) with a TCC skill of 0.86 (0.81).
The strong positive and negative years for the PC1, such as
1983, 1987, 1998, and 1999 are especially well predicted.
The MME captures not only interannual component but
also interdecadal component of the observed PC2.
To better understand each mode’s contribution to total
variability over the tropics and the extratropics, the areaaveraged fractional variances over the two regions were
calculated and the results are presented in Table 2. Fraction
variance of each mode is defined by the ratio of eigenvector
multiplied by square of principal component to the total
variance at each grid point (Wang and An 2005). Table 2
indicates that in observation the EOF1 accounts for 76.8%
(7.2%) of total variance over the tropics (extratropics) in
observation and thus represents the tropical atmospheric
variability, while the EOF2 has more contribution from
variability over the extratropics accounting for 22.0% of
total variance. This result is consistent with the results of
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Ding and Wang (2005) who emphasized the observed
second EOF mode as the CGT mode in the extratropics.
The 1-month lead MME prediction captures similar fractional variance of its total variability with the observed
counterpart over the tropics, which is 81.1% for the EOF1
and 9.0% for the EOF2, respectively. On the other hand,
the MME overestimates the fractional variance over the
extratropics which is 25.4% (45.1%) for the EOF1 (EOF2)
and is twice the observed counterpart for both modes,
indicating significant reduction of higher modes’ variance
during the ensemble averaging process.

4 Predictability of the JJA 200-hPa GPH
4.1 Identification of predictable modes
In this study, a way to determine predictable modes is
suggested using observation and the state-of-the-art climate
model’s predictions based on Wang et al. (2007). There are
two basic criteria for the determination. First, in observation, predictable modes should explain a large part of the
total variability and be statistically separated from other
higher modes. Second, the climate prediction models
should be capable of predicting these major modes.
According to the criteria, the predictable modes are identified using percentage variance for each EOF mode in
observation and the skill score of the MME prediction in
terms of the PCC skill for eigenvector and the TCC skill for
the PC time series for each mode as defined in Sect. 2.3.
Figure 4 shows a scatter diagram between the observed
percentage variance (ordinate) and the skill score for each
EOF (abscissa) mode. The first two modes are not only
well separated from higher modes statistically but also
predicted with high fidelity by the current coupled models’
MME. The current MME cannot predict higher modes.
Thus, we consider the first two leading modes as predictable modes for interannual variability of 200-hPa JJA
GPH. The first two modes capture about 57% of the
observed total variability and 79.2% of the predicted total
variability over the NH with a forecast skill score of 0.92
for the EOF1 and 0.84 for the EOF2, respectively. Over the
extratropics only, 35% (70.5%) of the observed (predicted)
total variability can be explained by the first two modes.
4.2 Prediction skill and realizable potential
predictability
This subsection describes the current level of prediction
skill that is attained by the 1-month lead MME prediction
along with a discussion of potential predictability, which
can be achieved using the first two predictable modes.
Given the assumption that the first two leading modes are

Fig. 4 The percentage variances that are accounted for by the
observed first seven EOFs (ordinate) and the combined forecast skill
score for the eigenvector and principal component for each mode
(abscissa) for 200-hPa GPH in NH. The leading two modes of the
observed 200-hPa GPH in JJA capture about 57% of the total
interannual variability

more predictable and the higher modes are less predictable
(Fig. 4), the total predicted as well as observed fields are
decomposed into the predictable and unpredictable parts.
The predictable part is reconstructed by the linear combination of the first two EOF modes and the unpredictable
part is then calculated by subtracting the predictable part
from the total field.
Figure 5a shows the TCC skill of the 1-month-lead
MME prediction which comes primarily from the prediction skill with the first two predictable modes shown in
Fig. 5b. In general, the contribution from the residual
higher modes for the MME prediction is insignificant
because they only contribute slightly positively over the
subtropics but slightly negatively over the midlatitude
(Fig. 5c). The results imply that most of the MME skill
comes from the coupled model’s capability in predicting
the first two modes.
From a conventional point of view, potential predictability can be defined by the fractional variance of the
predictable part. In this case, about 84% (35.4%) of total
variability is potentially predictable over the NH tropics
(extratropics). In this study, however, the realizable
potential predictability is estimated by the TCC between
the observed total field and the observed predictable part in
order to facilitate comparison with the MME prediction
skill. Thus, it represents the achievable forecast skill if
climate prediction models can perfectly predict the
observed predictable modes.
Figure 5d shows, as defined above, the potential predictability of the 200-hPa JJA GPH, which indicates that
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 5 MME prediction skill for 200-hPa JJA GPH using a total field,
b reconstructed field from the first two modes, and c reconstructed
field from higher mode. d Potential predictability estimated for the
200-hPa JJA GPH from the observed first two EOF modes. Solid
(dashed) line represents statistical significance of the correlation

coefficients at 95% (99%) confidence level. The numbers in the left
upper corners indicate averaged correlation skill over the tropics
(T, 0–360°E, Eq-30°N) and extratropics (E, 0–360°E, 30–80°N) in the
NH

the interannual variability over particular geographic
locations in the NH extratropics is significantly predictable
associated with the first two EOF modes in spite of the fact
that the extratropical upper-tropospheric circulation is
generally much less predictable than that over the tropics.
The locations with significant predictability over the NH
extratropics include the Northwest Pacific, most of North
America, southern Europe and the Mediterranean Sea in
which the prominent variability of the observed second
eigenvector (Fig. 4d) is observed. Wherever the variability
of the second eigenvector is weak, the potential predictability is also low such as over northern Europe, Central
and East Asia, and Alaska.
Obviously, the 1-month-lead MME prediction skill
shown in Fig. 5a is far below the potential predictability
over the extratropics. Nonetheless, the predictable part of
the MME prediction (Fig. 5b) better predicts the observed
variability where the potential predictability is higher.

(forecast lead time) from January (5 month) to June (0
month), respectively. It is interesting to note that the TCC
skill over the tropics gradually increases as forecast lead
time decreases while over the extratropics the skill doesn’t
significantly depend on the forecast lead time. Even when
initiated from January, the MME skills over Southern
Europe, some parts of East Asia, and the western part of the
North Pacific are as good as the 1-month lead. This seems
to imply that the JJA extratropical prediction skill may
depend on overall prediction skill of ENSO events (which
have useful skill up to 6 months in the MME), but not the
detailed evolution of the ENSO events.
As is the case for the 1-month lead prediction, the longlead skill of MME prediction comes from successful prediction of the two predictable modes. Figure 7 shows that
the MME captures the spatial pattern of EOF1 well,
regardless of forecast lead time, with the PCC score
ranging from 0.94 to 0.97. However, the TCC score for the
PC1 decreases with lead time from 0.81 (0-month lead) to
0.62 (5-month lead). Note that the long-lead MME forecast
is superior for strong variability years, such as 1984, 1998,
and 1999, but it is particularly poor during weak years such
as 1993–1995 and 2002–2005.
As for EOF 2, the MME captures the zonally symmetric pattern of the observed second mode well even 5
months ahead, but it has difficulty in capturing the
zonally asymmetric CGT pattern regardless of forecast

4.3 Long-lead prediction of the predictable modes
We further investigate the prediction skill with different
lead for the 200-hPa JJA GPH anomalies and its predictable modes in comparison with the aforementioned
1-month lead prediction skill. Figure 6 shows the TCC skill
of the MME prediction for interannual variability of the
200-hPa GPH in JJA as a function of forecast initial month
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Fig. 6 Spatial pattern of the
TCC skill of MME prediction
for 200-hPa GPH in JJA as a
function of forecast initial
month from January (a) to June
(f). Solid (dashed) line
represents statistical
significance of the correlation
coefficients at 95% (99%)
confidence level
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 7 Spatial patterns (a–g) and principal component (h) of the first
EOF mode of 200-hPa GPH anomalies obtained from observation and
MME prediction with initial month from January to June, respectively. The numbers in the right lower corners in (b) through

(g) indicate PCC between the observed and the corresponding
eigenvectors. The numbers within the parenthesis in the figure legend
of (h) indicates TCC between the observed and predicted PC time
series
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 8 Spatial patterns (a–g) and principal component (h) of the
second EOF mode of 200-hPa GPH anomalies obtained from
observation and MME prediction with initial month from January
to June, respectively. The numbers in the right lower corners in

(b) through (g) indicate PCC between the observed and the
corresponding eigenvectors. The numbers within the parenthesis in
the figure legend of (h) indicates TCC between the observed and
predicted PC time series

lead time (Fig. 8). On the other hand, the interdecadal
trend as well as interannual variability of the PC2 are
reasonably well predicted even 5 months ahead with a
TCC skill of 0.67.
The results in this subsection point out that the current
generation of coupled models can predict summertime
variability well over specific locations in the NH extratropics even 5 months ahead and the long-lead predictability relies on the coupled model’s capability in capturing
the first two predictable modes.

long-lead predictability of the EOF1, along with the fact
that the climate prediction models tend to predict well
climate anomalies in JJA after the mature phase of ENSO
as shown in Wang et al. (2009). Previous studies indicated
that the prolonged impact of ENSO on the western North
Pacific and East Asian monsoon is due to either local warm
pool ocean-monsoon interaction (Wang et al. 2000) or the
capacity effect of the Tropical Indian Ocean (Xie et al.
2009; Chowdary et al. 2010a, b). The local warm pool
ocean-monsoon interaction maintains the Philippine Sea
anticyclonic anomaly formed during the mature phase of El
Nino (Wang et al. 2000). The anomalous monsoon precipitation is therefore important for the tropical-extratropical interaction over the North Pacific sector. The delayed
warming over the Indian Ocean may also contribute to the
zonally symmetric anomalies of the EOF 1 (Kumar and
Hoerling 2003; Seager et al. 2003). Xie et al. (2009) further
demonstrated that the persistent Indian Ocean warming
after the mature phase of ENSO plays an important role on
the western North Pacific climate through the Kelvin waveinduced Ekman divergence mechanism and the intensification of the subtropical westerly jet.
Further analysis indicates that the second mode has two
different predictability sources (Fig. 9b). On the interannual time scale, ENSO probably regulates the second

4.4 Source of predictability
Given the fact that the current coupled models predict the
first two EOF modes with a high fidelity even 5 months
ahead, one may wonder what the sources of predictability
are. Figure 9a shows the lead-lag correlation coefficients
for seasonal mean SST against the first PC, which reveals
that the climate predictability of the first mode comes
mainly from ENSO in observation. Strong negative correlation over the Central and Eastern Tropical Pacific appears
during the previous DJF (2 seasons before), indicating
that a strong positive (negative) phase of the EOF1 tends
to occur during the summers after the mature phase of
La Niña (El Niño). The relationship seems to explain
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(a)
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Table 3 Temporal correlation coefficients between area-averaged
JJA SST indices

Nino3.4
TAO
WTP

Nino3.4

TAO

WTP

NP

NA

1

20.55

20.37

20.32

20.4

1

0.6

0.36

0.63

1

0.79

0.73

1

0.73

NP
NA

1

The Nino 3.4 index is obtained from area-averaged SST over 5°S–
5°N, 150°–90°W, the Tropical Atlantic Ocean (TAO) index over
10°S-Eq, 60°–10°W, the Western Tropical Pacific (WTP) index over
5°–20°N, 130°–160°E, the North Pacific (NP) index over 25°–45°N,
120°E–160°W, and the North Atlantic (NA) index over 30°–45°N,
60°–20°W. The bold value indicates that the correlation coefficient is
statistically significant at 99% confidence level

4-month lead. In the case of the NP SST anomaly, the
MME has the best TCC skill of 0.88 at 3-month lead and
the lowest skill of 0.65 at 1-month lead which probably
provides an important source for long-lead predictability of
EOF2. Further study is needed to better understand the
interdecadal change of the second EOF mode and the role
of SST over the three oceanic regions.
Fig. 9 Spatial patterns of the lead-lag correlation coefficients for
seasonal mean SST against (a) the first PC and (b) the second PC,
respectively, obtained from observation. Correlation coefficients
which are statistically significant at 99% confidence level are
contoured

mode. For example, the strong positive (negative) phase of
the EOF2 occurs during the summer of developing the La
Niña (El Niño) event. Thus, the forecast quality for the JJA
SST over the central and eastern Pacific concurrent with
the PC2 may play an important role in better predicting the
interannual component of EOF2. The TCC skill for the JJA
Nino 3.4 SST index reaches 0.71 at 5-month lead and
gradually increases to 0.91 as the forecast lead time
decreases to 0-month lead and may contribute to the leadtime dependency in skill for predicting this mode.
On the interdecadal time scale, the SST anomalies over
the Western Tropical Pacific (WTP), North Pacific (NP),
and North Atlantic (NA) have significant positive correlation with PC2 shown in Fig. 9b. The SST anomalies in the
aforementioned regions exhibit stronger interdecadal variability than interannual variability (not shown) and have
significant correlation with each other (Table 3). It is further found that the coupled models’ MME has long-lead
predictability for those SST anomalies. Unlike from the
forecast skill for the JJA Nino 3.4 SST anomalies characterized by a gradual decrease with increasing forecast lead
time, the skill for the SST anomalies over the afore-mentioned three Oceanic regions exhibits the best skill at 3- or

5 Associated surface climate anomalies
Ding and Wang (2005) showed that the CGT mode is also
accompanied by significant rainfall and surface air temperature anomalies over the NH extratropics. We further
analyze the climate anomalies associated with the first two
predictable modes in observation and the 1-month lead
seasonal prediction.
Figure 10 shows the spatial distribution of the correlation coefficients for JJA 2 m air temperature and precipitation, respectively, against the first PC time series along
with the first eigenvector, which was obtained from
observation and the MME prediction with May initial
condition. In observation, the 2 m air temperature anomaly
concurrent with the first mode is characterized by significant cooling over the most part of the NH including South
Asia and the eastern part of North America and regional
warming over northern East Asia and the adjacent Ocean
and the western US. The MME captures anomalies over the
Subtropics well but fails to predict anomalies over the
extratropics including North America and some parts of
Eastern Europe (Fig. 10b). The warm anomaly over East
Asia and the adjacent ocean is also slightly shifted
northward.
The most striking precipitation anomaly associated
with the first mode is seen over East Asia and its adjacent
North Pacific Ocean in observation, which is a zonally
oriented pattern of positive and negative anomalies
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Fig. 10 Spatial distribution of
the first eigenvector (contour)
and the correlation coefficients
(shading) between JJA 2 m air
temperature (left panels) and
precipitation (right panels) and
the first PC obtained from
observation (upper panels) and
MME (lower panels)

Fig. 11 Spatial distribution of
the second eigenvector
(contour) and the correlation
coefficients (shading) between
JJA 2m air temperature (left
panels) and precipitation (right
panel) and the first PC obtained
from observation (upper panels)
and MME (lower panels)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(Fig. 10c). The MME captures the anomaly pattern over
East Asia and the adjacent Ocean well but is not successful in predicting the anomaly over the Philippine Sea
and the South China Sea, Indochina, Eastern Europe, and
eastern North America. It is suggested that the seasonal
climate prediction for precipitation over East Asia may
benefit most from the link to EOF1 in the current MME
prediction.
Associated with the positive phase of the EOF2, most of
continental regions over the extratropics show positive
anomaly in the 2 m air temperature except northern
Europe, north-eastern Russia and Alaska (Fig. 11a). The
MME exaggerates warm anomalies over most of the conti-
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nental midlatitude and fails to capture cooling anomalies
over northern Europe (Fig. 11b). In addition, The MME
shows significant cooling anomaly over India that is not
shown in the observation.
While the TCC for the observed 2 m air temperature
(Fig. 11a) against EOF2 has zonally symmetric distribution
and significant value over the most continental regions, the
TCC for the observed precipitation shows a localized distribution with moderate amplitude (Fig. 11c). Significant
negative TCC is found over central and southern Europe,
western North America-eastern North Pacific, and the
positive TCC is shown over southern China. In general, the
MME overestimates the amplitude of the TCC (Fig. 11d),

J.-Y. Lee et al.: How predictable is the northern hemisphere

as expected, because the MME procedure reduces noise
variance of the prediction. The MME well captures
the strong negative anomaly over central and southern
Europe and eastern North Pacific-western North America,
but the negative anomalies are too strong and cover
too-large areas. The positive anomalies over India are
opposite to the observed anomalies. It is interesting to
note that the MME has strong relationship between the
Indian precipitation and the CGT mode which is not
present in the observation as discussed in Sect. 3. In
observation, the CGT mode tends to be concurrent with
the ENSO but not the Indian rainfall. On the other hand,
in the MME, it is strongly related to not only the ENSO
but also to the Indian rainfall anomaly. Taken together,
successful prediction of the EOF2 in the MME seems to
add some forecast skill for precipitation over central and
southern Europe. However, the MME’s failure to capture
the detailed wavelike structure of the CGT mode results in
failure in predicting precipitation over most parts of the
extratropical continents.

6 Conclusion
How to estimate seasonal climate predictability is still an
open issue, especially in terms of coupled climate models.
In this study, we suggest a way to estimate predictability of
upper-tropospheric atmospheric variability. This method
relies on identification of predictable modes using both
observation and the state-of-the-art dynamical multi-model
ensemble hindcast. The data used are 200-hPa GPH in JJA
obtained from NCEP/DOE reanalysis II and three coupled
modes’ hindcast from NCEP, GFDL, and CAWCR for
25 years of 1981–2005. The three coupled models’ MME
predicts JJA 200-hPa GPH over the tropics with a high
fidelity, but has difficulties in predicting those over the NH
extratropics. Nonetheless, over specific geographic locations in the extratropics, the MME has considerable forecast skill, suggesting that predictable patterns may exist
over the region of interest.
We demonstrated that the seasonal forecast skill for the
NH 200-hPa geopotential height in summer basically
comes from the coupled models’ capability to predict the
first two empirical orthogonal function (EOF) modes of
interannual variability. The models cannot capture the
residual higher modes and hence prediction of the higher
modes contributes little to the seasonal forecast skill.
Strong positive (negative) phase in the first mode tends to
occur during the summers after the mature phase of La
Niña (El Niño), and is thus driven by prolonged impacts of
the ENSO. The second mode, on the other hand, is regulated by developing phase of the ENSO on the interannual
time scale and is correlated with the SST anomalies over
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the North Pacific, North Atlantic, and tropical Western
Pacific on the interdecadal time scale.
The first two EOF modes of the 200-hPa JJA GPH in the
NH are identified as ‘‘predictable mode’’ for a number of
reasons. First, these observed modes are statistically well
separated from the higher modes and account for the large
fraction of total variability; second, these modes have clear
physical interpretations and their sources are understood in
terms of ENSO teleconnection dynamics; and third, the
current MME is capable of predicting the spatial structure
and temporal variation of these modes with a high fidelity
even at a 5-month lead.
Given the assumption that the first two leading modes
can be perfectly predicted and the higher modes are noise
patterns, we define the realizable potential predictability by
the total fractional variances of the predictable modes. The
observed first two modes together account more than 85%
of variance over the tropics and about 35% of variance over
the mid-latitudes, which may represent an upper limit for
the forecast skill potentially obtainable using the improved
multi-model ensemble prediction; thus offering an estimation of attainable potential predictability. Furthermore,
the predictable modes provide spatial distribution of the
predictable patterns, which is valuable for assessing forecast uncertainties.
Using the current MME, the 1-month lead hindcast
achieves the following level of skill: The pattern correlation
coefficients (PCC) between the observed and predicted
eigenvector is 0.95 for the first mode and 0.87 for the second
mode, and the temporal correlation coefficient (TCC)
between the observed and predicted PC is 0.86 for the
first mode and 0.81 for the second mode. The PCC skill for
each eigenvector is not sensitive to forecast lead time but
the TCC skill increases as forecast lead time decreases.
The TCC skill reaches 0.6 for the first PC and 0.67 for the
second mode at the 5-month lead (January initial condition).
The realizable potential predictability can also be represented by the TCC between the observed total field and
the observed predictable component. Potential predictability of 200-hPa JJA GPH reveals that the interannual
variability over particular geographic locations in the NH
extratropics is to a large degree predictable with the first
two modes, although the extratropical upper-tropospheric
circulation is generally much less predictable than that over
the tropics, a result consistent with earlier studies (Peng
et al. 2000). Comparison between the potential predictability and the realized prediction skill reveals that (a)
predictable modes of the MME prediction (Fig. 5b) better
predicts the variability where the potential predictability is
high, and (b) the MME prediction skill shown in Fig. 5a is
far below the potential predictability over the extratropics.
The first two modes of upper level circulation are
accompanied by significant JJA surface temperature and
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precipitation anomalies. The most striking precipitation
anomaly associated with the first mode is observed over
East Asia and the North Pacific Ocean. The MME captures
the anomaly over East Asia and the adjacent Ocean well
but has difficulty in predicting anomalies over the Philippine
Sea and the South China Sea. It is suggested that the
seasonal climate prediction for precipitation over East Asia
benefits most from the first EOF mode in the current MME
prediction through the delayed Pacific-East Asia teleconnection by either local warm pool ocean-monsoon interaction (Wang et al. 2000) or the capacity effect of the
Tropical Indian Ocean (Xie et al. 2009; Chowdary et al.
2010a, b). Successful prediction of the second EOF modes
in the MME seems to add some forecast skill for precipitation over central and southern Europe and the eastern
North-Pacific and western North America. However, the
MME’s failure to capture the detailed wavelike structure of
the CGT mode results in failure to predict precipitation
over the other parts of the extratropical continents,
including eastern North America.
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